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By patterning graphene on a SiO$_2$/Si substrate, in this paper, we designed and numerically investigated a terahertz electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) graphene metamaterial, which consists of two coupled split ring resonators (SRRs) placed in an orthogonally twisted fashion, acting as the bright and dark elements, respectively. The calculated surface currents show that the dark mode excited by the near field coupling between two resonators can induce a distinct transparency peak in the transmission spectrum. Moreover, the amplitude and position of the transparency peak as well as the corresponding group delay can be actively tuned by changing the relaxation time or Fermi energy of graphene. Therefore, the graphene metamaterial with the actively tunable EIT peak exhibits potential applications in light storage, modulators, tunable sensors and switchers.

Introduction

The electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) effect, caused by the quantum destructive interference between two different excitation pathways, was first observed in a three level atomic system. Recently, the classical Lorenz oscillator model has also realized analogues of the EIT effect by the interference of normal modes rather than quantum interference. Specially, metamaterial-based EIT-like effect has attracted considerable attention due to its potential applications in slow light, sensing, filtering, switching, and nonlinear devices. Currently, different EIT-like metamaterials have been proposed and experimentally demonstrated from microwave to terahertz, near-infrared, visible, and even ultraviolet regions. Unfortunately, most of these EIT metamaterials can only work at a fixed wavelength range, which significantly hampers the developments and applications of the EIT-like effect.

To expand the operating frequency range, the ability to actively tune the EIT response in metamaterials is very important and attractive for their potential applications. Currently, several approaches have been explored to artificially control the EIT behavior of different metamaterials, such as thermal control of the EIT window in superconducting metamaterials, optical tuning of the EIT-like metamaterial integrating photoconductive material as well as structure reconfiguration by MEMS technology. However, those tunable methods depend highly on the nonlinear properties of active materials, which inevitably results in low modulation depth and range. In addition, the possibility and reliability for massive fabrication are still limited by complex structure and process.

Since discovered in 2004, graphene has triggered a new round of research boom due to its unique electric, mechanical, and thermal properties. Moreover, the conductivity of graphene can be dynamically controlled by doping, which is unable to obtain in conventional metal structures. Currently, different tunable graphene-based metamaterials have been investigated by patterning, stacking or integrating graphene to realize tunable devices and EIT-like effect. For example, the structure-engineered graphene micro-ribbon arrays can actively control plasmon resonances by electrostatic doping. The patterning or stacking graphene structure can realize tunable terahertz metamaterials. The graphene metamaterial consisting of a graphene dipole antenna and a graphene monopole–antenna-pair can induce tunable PIT window by doping. The hybrid graphene/metamaterial structures can actively modulate the THz light. In this paper, we proposed a graphene-based terahertz EIT metamaterial, unit cell of which consists of two coupled split ring resonators placed in orthogonally twisted fashion, acting as the bright and dark elements, respectively. The destructive interference resulting from strong near field coupling between two resonators can induce an EIT window. Moreover, the amplitude and position of the EIT window as well as the associated group delay can be actively tuned by changing the relaxation time or Fermi energy of graphene. Therefore, the graphene metamaterial with tunable EIT window can show the potential applications in light storage, modulators, tunable sensors and switchers.
Design and simulation of EIT structure

In this paper, a terahertz graphene metamaterial was designed to actively control EIT window, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The unit cell of the graphene metamaterial is composed of two coupled graphene split ring resonators (SRRs) placed in orthogonally twisted fashion, where the vertical and horizontal SRRs structures can serve as the bright and dark elements respectively (as shown in Fig. 1(b)). In the unit cell structure, one of the side arms of the vertical SRRs acts as a base arm of the horizontal SRRs, while another side is connected by a graphene wire to act as the top gate. Moreover, all periodic graphene structures are patterned on the light doped Si substrate covering with the thin SiO2 layer, as shown in Fig. 1(c). In this structure, the corresponding structural parameters shown in Fig. 1(b) are as following: \( p_x = p_y = 100 \, \mu m \), \( a = b = 31 \, \mu m \), \( w_1 = 7 \, \mu m \), \( w_2 = 4 \, \mu m \), \( g = 2 \, \mu m \), \( l = 28 \, \mu m \), and \( d = 26 \, \mu m \).

In order to explore EIT response of the proposed terahertz graphene metamaterial, numerical calculations were carried out using the commercial finite difference time domain (FDTD) software package (CST Microwave Studio), where periodic boundary conditions were used for a unit cell in \( x \)- and \( y \)-directions, and perfectly matched layer boundary condition was applied in \( z \) plane. The plane wave polarizing along \( x \)-direction was normally incident to the structure surface along \( z \)-direction, as shown in Fig. 1(b). In the numerical calculations, the relative permittivities of the SiO2 layer and Si substrate were taken as 3.9 and 11.7 respectively, while the graphene was assumed to be an effective medium with thickness of \( d = 0.34 \, \text{nm} \) and relative complex permittivity of \( \varepsilon_r(\omega) = 1 + j \sigma(\omega)/(\omega \tau \varepsilon_0 \mu_0) \), in which the conductivity \( \sigma(\omega) \) can be described as:

\[
\sigma(\omega) = \frac{2e^2k_BT}{\pi\hbar^2} \ln \left[ 2 \cosh \left( \frac{E_F}{2k_BT} \right) \right] \frac{i}{\omega + i\tau^2} \tag{1}
\]

where \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the permittivity of vacuum, \( \omega \) is the frequency of incident wave, \( T \) is the temperature of the environment (\( T = 300 \) K), \( e \) is the charge of an electron, \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann’s constant, and \( h = h/2\pi \) is the reduced Planck’s constant. \( E_F \) is the Fermi energy, and \( \tau \) is the relaxation time which is derived from loss of the electronic impurities, flaws and the scattering of electron–phonon interaction. Here, \( E_F \), \( \tau \) and the carrier concentration \( n \) satisfy the following relationships:\textsuperscript{20,21}

\[
E_F = \hbar v_F \sqrt{n \pi} \tag{2}
\]

\[
\tau = \frac{\mu \hbar \sqrt{n \pi}}{ev_F} \tag{3}
\]

where \( v_F \) is the Fermi velocity of the charge carrier in graphene (1.0 \( \times \) 10\(^6 \) m s\(^{-1} \)) and \( \mu \) is the carrier mobility.

Results and discussions

Mechanism of EIT

To clarify underlying forming process of the EIT window, the transmission spectra of three different structures with Fermi energy of 0.1 eV, which are the isolated vertical SRRs array, the isolated horizontal SRRs array, and the combined structure array (EIT structure), were calculated respectively, as shown in Fig. 2. It can be observed from Fig. 2(a) that when the incident wave excites along \( x \)-direction, the isolated vertical SRRs structure shows an obvious resonance at 0.463 THz (as illustrated by the red solid curve). However, in this case, the isolated horizontal SRRs structure is inactive because of the lack of electric field excitation (as depicted by the black solid curve). With electric field excitation along \( y \)-direction, on the other hand, a sharp resonance in the isolated horizontal SRRs structure can be easily excited at the same frequency as that of the isolated vertical SRRs structure (as shown by the blue solid curve). Thus, the vertical and horizontal SRR structures can serve as the bright and dark mode for the electric field excitation along \( x \)-direction, respectively. When these two types of resonators are combined together with a unit cell to form the EIT structure, and moreover the EIT structure is excited with the \( x \)-direction polarized electric field, the electromagnetic energy received in the bright mode can be transferred into the dark mode through the near field coupling between two resonators. As a result, the destructive interference resulting from the near field coupling between two modes induces a pronounced transparency window at 0.435 THz (as shown in Fig. 2(b)), which is well-known as the metamaterial-based EIT-like phenomenon.\textsuperscript{23}

To gain insight into the mechanism of the transparency window, the surface current and electric field distributions are calculated, as shown in Fig. 3. As observed in Fig. 3(a) and (b), the circulating currents in the isolated horizontal SRR structure are excited at 0.463 THz as the electric field excitation along \( y \)-direction, and the electric fields are concentrated in split gap of
the horizontal SRR structure. For the isolated vertical SRR structure with $y$-direction polarized electric field excitation, however, the surface currents and electric field, similar to that of the isolated horizontal SRR structure, can be also observed at 0.463 THz, as displayed in Fig. 3(c) and (d). Thus, both the electric field and surface current distribution patterns confirm that the bright and dark modes are the typical LC resonance with different quality factor ($Q$), as shown in Fig. 2(a). Fig. 3(e) and (f) show the surface current and electric field distribution characteristics of the EIT structure at 0.435 THz. In the EIT structure, we notice that the dark mode is excited, while the bright mode is suppressed due to near field coupling between the vertical and horizontal SRR structures. The reasons are that the electric field redistribution caused by the vertical SRR structure enables the generation of the $y$-component of the electric field, activating the LC resonance in the horizontal SRR structure. Then, the indirectly excited dark mode couples back to the bright mode, as a result, the destructive interference resulting from the near field coupling between two modes induces a prominent transparency window.

**Relaxation time dependence of EIT**

According to the eqn (1), we notice that the conductivity of graphene depends on the relaxation time $\tau$. Next, the effect of the relaxation time on the transparency window of the proposed EIT structure is investigated, which is hardly reported so far. Fig. 4 shows the transmission spectra for different $\tau$ and the other parameters same as those used in Fig. 2. It can be seen that as $\tau$ increases, the amplitude of the transparency peak is gradually enhanced, while the location of the transparency peak is almost unchanged (gray region as shown in Fig. 4). For example, for lower values of $\tau$, the absorption becomes dominant, and the transmission efficiency reduces due to higher loss. In contrast, for higher ones, an enhanced EIT peak can be observed, thus, the modulation depth ($T_{\text{mod}} = T_{\text{mod}} = \Delta T/T_{\text{max}}$) of

![Fig. 2](image_url)  
Transmission curves of three different structures with Fermi energy of 0.1 eV: (a) isolated vertical SRR array with the electric field excitation along $x$-direction (red solid curve), isolated horizontal SRR array with the electric field excitation along $x$-direction (red solid curve) (black solid curve) and isolated horizontal SRR array with the electric field excitation along $y$-direction (red solid curve) (blue solid curve) and (b) combining EIT structure with the electric field excitation along $x$-direction.
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Surface current and electric field distributions of different structures at resonance or transparency peak: (a) surface current and (b) electric field of isolated horizontal SRRs structure with the electric field excitation along $y$-direction, (c) surface current and (d) electric field of isolated vertical SRRs structure with the electric field excitation along $x$-direction, and (e) surface current and (f) electric field of EIT structure with the electric field excitation along $x$-direction.
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Transmission spectra of the proposed terahertz EIT metamaterial for various relaxation time from 2.76 ps to 41.33 ps.
about 20% is obtained at 0.435 THz as increasing the relaxation time from 2.76 ps to 41.33 ps. The enhanced reasons are that the charge carriers contributed to two coupled graphene SRRs structures increase with the relaxation time increasing, leading to the enhancement of the coupling strength between two resonant elements, as a result, a sharp transparency window is induced at 0.435 THz. Therefore, the amplitude of the transparency peak can be actively tuned by changing the relaxation time.

Fermi energy dependence of EIT

To further explore modulation of the transparency window, the transmission spectra of the designed EIT structure with different Fermi energy are also calculated, as shown in Fig. 5. As observed, the transparency peak shows a clear blue-shift in the interested frequency range as increase in Fermi energy from 0.1 eV to 0.5 eV, while the corresponding amplitude is almost unchanged (gray region in Fig. 5). This blue-shifting behavior can be attributed to change in resonant frequency of two graphene resonators, in which the resonant frequency can be written as $f \propto E_F^{36,37}$ Based on the tunable response, moreover, the designed structure can realize the switching and modulation functions in the interested frequency range. For example, the transmission amplitude of the EIT structure can be switched between 0.09 and 0.91 at 0.60 THz as changing Fermi energy from 0.2 eV to 0.3 eV, or between 0.06 and 0.90 at 0.676 THz as changing Fermi energy from 0.3 eV to 0.5 eV. In addition, as varying Fermi energy in the range of 0.1–0.5 eV, the position of the transparency window can be modulated in the range of 0.435–0.676 THz, and the corresponding frequency modulation depth ($f_{\text{mod}} = \Delta f/f_{\text{max}}$) is 36%. Moreover, the modulation range and depth can be further improved by increasing the value of Fermi energy, as demonstrated in the previous results. Therefore, an actively controllable transparency window in our EIT structure can be obtained by changing Fermi energy of the graphene.

Group delay of EIT

As well known, a remarkable characteristic of EIT-like response is strong phase dispersion in transparent window region, which can reduce the group velocity. Thus, tunable characteristics of the transparency window in EIT structure is also utilized to actively control slow light behavior. As expected, our designed EIT structure can also exhibit sharp phase dispersion in the transparency window region (no shown here), which indicates that it is very extremely attractive for slow-light controls. According to ref. 39 and 40, the group delay can be calculated by the expression: $\tau_g = -d\phi/d\omega$ where $\phi$ and $\omega = 2\pi f$ are the phase shift and frequency of transmission spectrum, respectively. Fig. 6 shows the calculated group delays of our EIT structure for different relaxation time. As observed in Fig. 6, the positive and

---

**Fig. 5** Transmission spectra of the proposed terahertz EIT metamaterial with various values of Fermi energy from 0.1 eV to 0.5 eV.

**Fig. 6** Group delay of the proposed terahertz EIT metamaterial for various relaxation time from 2.76 ps to 41.33 ps.
negative group delays can be obtained in the vicinity of the transparency window, which correspond to slow and fast light effects respectively. Moreover, the slow light effect can be actively tuned through changing the relaxation time from 2.76 ps to 41.33 ps. For example, for $\tau = 2.76$ ps, the calculated group delay has a lower value of 0.245 ps at 0.435 THz, whereas as $\tau = 41.33$ ps, a larger group delay value of 7.29 ps is obtained at 0.435 THz. Thus, the proposed EIT structure allows for active modulation of group delay up to 30 times by controlling the relaxation time. To further explore active controlling of slow light effect, the group delays of the designed EIT structure with different Fermi energy are also calculated, as shown in Fig. 7. We observe that the region of the group delay exhibits clear blue-shift, and becomes slightly wide with Fermi energy increasing from 0.1 eV to 0.5 eV (different color regions in Fig. 7). In addition, we also notice that the corresponding peak value of the group delay can be tuned from 7.7 ps to 15.7 ps. Therefore, these results show that active controlling of slow light effect can be obtained through changing the relaxation time or Fermi energy, which would enhance the applications of graphene-based metamaterials devices in the future terahertz time or Fermi energy, which would enhance the applications of light effects respectively. Moreover, the slow light effect can be actively tuned through changing the relaxation time from 2.76 ps to 41.33 ps. For example, for $\tau = 2.76$ ps, the calculated group delay has a lower value of 0.245 ps at 0.435 THz, whereas as $\tau = 41.33$ ps, a larger group delay value of 7.29 ps is obtained at 0.435 THz. Thus, the proposed EIT structure allows for active modulation of group delay up to 30 times by controlling the relaxation time. To further explore active controlling of slow light effect, the group delays of the designed EIT structure with different Fermi energy are also calculated, as shown in Fig. 7. We observe that the region of the group delay exhibits clear blue-shift, and becomes slightly wide with Fermi energy increasing from 0.1 eV to 0.5 eV (different color regions in Fig. 7). In addition, we also notice that the corresponding peak value of the group delay can be tuned from 7.7 ps to 15.7 ps. Therefore, these results show that active controlling of slow light effect can be obtained through changing the relaxation time or Fermi energy, which would enhance the applications of graphene-based metamaterials devices in the future terahertz telecommunication field.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have numerically demonstrated an actively controllable EIT window in a terahertz graphene metamaterial consisting of two coupled split ring resonators placed in orthogonally twisted fashion. The surface currents reveal that the destructive interference resulting from the near field coupling between two resonators induces a distinct transparency window. As change in the relaxation time from 2.76 ps to 41.33 ps, more importantly, the EIT structure can realize the modulation depth of 20% in the transparency peak and the active controlling of up to 30 times in the group delay at 0.435 THz. By shifting the Fermi energy, in addition, both the transparency window and the corresponding group delay range show clearly blue-shift. Therefore, the graphene-based metamaterial with actively tunable EIT window can exhibit the potential applications in developing novel devices, such as modulators, switches buffers, and optical delays.
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